Am / Is / Are

**Am** - use when I talk about myself with (nouns or adjectives)

Example: I am a student. (with nouns)

I am hungry. (with adjectives)

**Is** - use for singular with (he, she, it)

Example: He is a doctor.

She is a teacher. (when **is** used with nouns, use article **a/an**)

It is a cat.

Example: He is happy.

She is sad. (when **is** used with adjectives, don’t use article **a/an**)

It is beautiful.

**Are** – use for plural with (we, they, you)

Example: We are students.

They are students. (when **are** used with nouns or adjectives, don’t use article **a/an**)

You are students.

Use **is** and **are** as question words.

Example: Are you older than me? Yes, I am.

No, I am not.

Is she your friend? Yes, she is.

No, she is not.